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O. Introduction
Let K be a connected, compact, simple Lie group. We show that there
exist integers n and principal K-bundles E, E' over Sn such that Ex K
is diffeomorphic to E' x K but E is not homotopy equivalent to E'.
Examples of this are given by HILTON and ROITBERG [3] in case K = S3.
To some extent our method is a generalization of theirs.
Given a topological group G, write Uk(X) =xk (k E Z, x E G), so that
Uk: G -r G, and Wk(X, y)=Uk(y-1)Uk(X-1)Uk(XY), so that Wk: G x G -r G. We
denote by E IX the principal G-bundle over Sn defined by IX E Jrn-1(G) and
by E IX• p the bundle over Eo; induced from E p -r Sn by the projection
PIX: E IX -r s-. We prove
The 0 rem. Suppose the topological group G has the homotopy type
of a countable OW-complex. If {3=tIX, then EIX•fJ is equivalent to E IX x G
as a G-bundle provided Wk' (IX x ida): Sn-1 X G -r G is homotopic to a
constant map for some k such that k = t mod (order of IX).
Note that Wk is homotopic to a constant if Uk: G -r G is an H-map.
1. Examples
Assume now that G is a connected, compact, simple Lie group. By [1]
Theorem A we can choose an integer k:» 0 such that Uik: G -r G is an
H-map for all positive integers i. Suppose that there is a prime p and
an n such that Jrn 1(G) contains an element IX of order p such that Eo;
is not homotopy equivalent to E ko,;" Then, IX and kIX playing a symmetric
role in the theorem, we have that E IX x G is diffeomorphic to E kIX x G
(since E""kIX is diffeomorphic to EkIX , ,,,) '
To show that there exist such p and n we need two steps:
1) Suppose we are given y, <5 E Jln-1(G) and a homotopy equivalence
between E y and E~. Choosing a base point 0 E Sn we note that Eyl(Sn-o)
is trivial, hence E y (resp. E~) admits the structure of a OW-complex
with the fibre Gover 0 as a subcomplex. Let us now assume n> dim (G) + 1;
the homotopy equivalence is then homotopic to one of the pairs (Ey , G)
and (E~, G) by [5], Theorem (3.7). Denoting by h: G -r G the induced
homotopy equivalence between the fibres we see (as in the proof of
Theorem 2.3 of [3]) that h.(y) = ± <5.
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2) By [6] there is a map j: 8 3 ~ G whose homotopy class is a generator
of n3(G) ~ Z, such that for sufficiently high primes p the homomorphism
j*: n2P(83) ~ n2p(G) is injective on the p-primary component Zp of
n2p(83 ) . It follows that for iX a generator of j*(Zp) a homotopy equivalence
of G maps iX to ko: at most if k« = ± ix. Hence we only need to choose
the prime p sufficiently high (in the above sense) such that p > k+1 and
2p+l> dim (G)+I and take n=2p+1.
2. The adjoint 01 the Hop] construction
We now work in the category of pointed spaces. We make no notational
distinction between maps and the corresponding homotopy classes. Given
a space 0 we denote the reduced suspension by 80 and the loopspace
by QO; both Sand Q are functors of the category to itself. Moreover,
given I: SA ~ B, g: A ~ QB, we have the adjoint mappings ad(f): A ~ QB,
ad(g): 8A ~ B. Recall (see [2], Ch. 2) that ad: [SA, B] --+ [A, QB] is an
isomorphism of groups of homotopy classes, and that we have
Lemma 1. Given I:A->-B, g:SB~O and h:O--+D one has
ad(h· g) = fjh· ad(g) and ad(g. S/) = ad(g) ,1.
Let A, B be spaces of the homotopy type of countable OW-complexes.
Construct A +B from the disjoint union of A and B by identifying the
base points and A 1\ B: =A x Bj(A tB); let r: A x B ~ A 1\ B denote the
projection. One has an exact sequence
o~ [S(A 1\ B), SO] (S~ [S(A x B), SO] --+ [S(A -;B), SO] ~ 0
where (Sr)*(x) =x· Sr for x EO [S(A 1\ B), SO] (in fact the cofibration
S(A +B) ~ S(A x B) --+ S(A 1\ B) splits by [3] Section 3). The Hopf con-
struction of a map I: A x B ~ 0 is - by definition - the mapping Hr: S(A 1\
1\ B) ~ 80 such that (Sr)*(Hf ) = (8/2)-1(8/1)-1(8/), where /I: A x B --+ 0 is
the composition A x B --+ A _CIA --->- 0 and 12 is similarly defined.
Let Y be a space and r*: [A 1\ B, QY] --+ [A x B, QY] the obvious
homomorphism. With the aid of Lemma 1 it is then easy to prove
Lemma 2. Given I: A xB ->- 0 and g: SO --+ Y we have
r*(ad(g.Hf )) = (ad(g)· h)-l(ad(g)· /1)-1 (ad(g) . /).
Let Be be the classifying space of G. Then G and QBc are equivalent
as groups in our category (as may be deduced from [2] Ch. 17). This
gives a sense to
Corollary. Let m: G x G --+ G be the multiplication andletg: SG~ Be
be ad(ide). Then r*(ad(gk·Hm )) : G x G --+ G equals Wk.
3. Prool 01 the Theorem
Here we follow closely Section 3 of [3].
Let E: be E" with the fibre over the base point collapsed. By [3] there
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is a natural homotopy equivalence E: ~ S» t- Sn /\ G such that the long
horizontal line of the diagram
is a Puppe sequence. Here j,,: E" ~ E: is the projection, and q"= <id, 0)
satisfies q,,' j" = PIX' By [3] we have U= <Sex, Hf), where H, is the Hopf
construction of I: Sn-I X G~ G, (x, y) I~ ex(x}y, hence Hf=Hm·S(ex /\ ide}.
Since ad(ide}·IIm~O, the diagram is commutative.
The bundle R",k" over E" can be induced from the universal G-bundle
over Be by the map kad(ex}' PIX' And we have to show that under the
assumptions of the theorem this map is homotopic to the constant map.
By commutativity of the diagram we have kad(ex},p,,=kad(ex}·q,,·j,,; as-
suming the equality kad(ex}·q,,=kad(ide}·u we get kad(ex}·p,,=O, because
u-j" is homotopic to the constant map.
We have kad(ex}·q,,=<kad(ex}, 0) and kad(ida}·u = <kad(ex}, kad(ide}·Ht ) ;
hence the equality holds if kad(ide}·Hf=O. As in section 2 let us now
denote ad(ide} by g and by r" the homomorphism [A /\ B, GJ~ [A x B, G]
(for various spaces A, B). Since ad is an isomorphism, we may as well
prove that ad(gk·Hf} =0, but r*(ad(gk.Hf))~-r*(ad(gk.Ilm}}·(exxidG}and
the theorem follows from the corollary of section 2 and the fact that
r*: [Sn-I/\ G, GJ~ [Sn-I x G, G] is injective ([4], Section 4).
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